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22. Lowe’s last word

To a modern eye one of the most notable aspects of the Air Force Court of 
Inquiry was the freedom that the RAAF had to guide the proceedings. It did 
not go unnoticed at the time that the Service had the field to itself. The Court 
was secretly constrained by the instructions of the Deputy Chief of the Air 
Staff about what could and could not be asked in public. Counsel assisting had 
very little time to review the findings of the Service Court and the Inspector 
of Air Accidents. Just time enough to assimilate the conclusions to which both 
had come. In the words of Squadron Leader Winneke and Wing Commander 
Murphy, they had ‘no option but to attribute the stall to an error of judgment 
on the part of the pilot’. It was one of the extraordinary elements of the Air 
Force Court’s proceedings that the notion of ‘an error of judgment’ by the pilot 
was never specifically explored. What would have been the nature of such an 
error of judgment? Arthur Dean had ventured to explain a stall as a consequence 
of the pilot miscalculating his speed. It seemed that speaking of a stall was 
in some cases coded language for pilot error. None of the officers who knew 
Bob Hitchcock gave any credence to such a possibility in their evidence to the 
Inquiry.

Under the regulations governing Air Force Courts of Inquiry promulgated in May 
1939: ‘Any person…the Court considers is or may be aggrieved by the accident, 
forced landing or inquiry may appear before the Court or be represented before 
the Court by any barrister or solicitor.’ When Justice Piper had investigated 
the A4-11 Anson crash, a solicitor had been present to represent the relatives 
of the deceased pilot. For Justice Lowe’s Air Court of Inquiry, the 10 widows 
were given three days’ notice by telegram that proceedings would open in 
Number Two High Court, 450 Law Courts Place, Melbourne, at 2.15 p.m. on 
August 27. Advice appeared in the Melbourne press that anyone wishing to 
give evidence should communicate with the registrar at 129 Swanston Street or 
the Attorney-General’s Department in Canberra. However, as F. F. Clausen, the 
Deputy Crown Solicitor, reported to his chief, Fred Whitlam, at the conclusion 
of the first two days in Melbourne: ‘There was no appearance on behalf of any 
of the passengers or crew of the aircraft.’1 Nor is there evidence that any of the 
families had been advised of their right to be represented. The regulations had 
envisaged that, if an allegation were to be made against any person affecting his 
character or reputation, that person should have full opportunity to make his 
defence. Nothing was said about what opportunity should be given to defend a 
dead pilot against imputations that his error of judgement caused a fatal crash. 

1 Statutory Rules 1939 No. 40, NAA: A432/85 1940/729/43; Sec., Air Board to Mrs R. E. Elford, (telegram), 
24 Aug. 1940, Elford MSS; Deputy Crown Solicitor to Crown Solicitor, 28 Aug. 1940, NAA: A432/85, 
1940/729//21.
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It was perhaps with the realisation that there was no-one present to represent 
Bob Hitchcock’s interests that neither Lowe nor Dean directly addressed the 
possibility of pilot error.

In notes on procedure originally prepared for Judge Piper’s Court it was laid 
down that a counsel appointed to assist the Court ‘should maintain an entirely 
neutral attitude and not set himself up as a prosecutor’. He was to see that no-
one suffered disadvantage by reason of ignorance or incapacity to examine or 
cross-examine witnesses. With the Court’s permission he could call witnesses 
and put any questions to them ‘which appear to him desirable for the purpose 
of eliciting the truth’.2 Arthur Dean appears to have been content to call only on 
the RAAF officers proposed by the RAAF and the civilian witnesses previously 
heard by the ACT Coroner and the Service Court. Thus subpoenas were served 
on nine men, all but one from Queanbeyan, who had already told their stories 
to the Air Force investigators: Rhodes from Canberra Aerodrome; Vest (manager 
of the Texas Oil Co.); the farmers Clothier and Southwell; O’Brien, Power, and 
Tetley from Queanbeyan; and Tilyard and Lalor from the building firm of 
Simmie and Co. Leading Cook James Mathews of the RAN who was thought 
by the police to have seen the plane hit the ground was not called. Once again 
‘one John Cassell’, who gave his address as ‘Clontarf’, Manly, was not asked to 
testify. John Castle, the Clontarf Beach real estate agent who had been driving 
with his son in the vicinity when he saw the crash, had driven back to Sydney 
the same day after speaking to Queanbeyan police.3

Reviewing the procession of expert witnesses called to the Inquiry, it is striking 
that opinion was sought only from within the RAAF. Arthur Dean would have 
been entitled to call for other witnesses. But it might have been put to him that 
there was no relevant knowledge or experience outside the Service that could 
be brought to bear. That had certainly been close to the view of the then Air 
Commodore Williams when the matter of outside advice was raised in relation 
to the Demon incidents of late 1937. Apart from the Civil Aviation Branch, as 
it then was, and the Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation, Williams affirmed 
‘there are no persons in Australia who can claim to be authorities in aeronautical 
engineering nor in the operation of service aircraft and the training of service 
pilots’.4

If this had been true a few years earlier, it was questionable whether the 
same argument could be sustained in 1940. The Vice Chancellor of Sydney 
University wrote on August 22 to tell the Prime Minister that a new Professor of 

2 NAA: A705, 108/2/189.
3 ‘Crash of Ministerial Plane, Majura’, Unsigned Note [by Col. H. E. Jones], 13 Aug. 1940, Commonwealth 
Police file, NAA: A1378, 4/197. No Cassell appears in the 1930 Sands Directory or the 1943 electoral roll in 
which John and Georgina Castle are listed at Monash Crescent, Clontarf.
4 Chief of the Air Staff to Sec., Air Board, 7 Jan. 1938, NAA: A5954, 869/8.
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Aeronautical Engineering, A. V. Stephens, a scientist and a pilot, had arrived in 
the country two weeks earlier. Somehow it took six days for a copy of the letter 
to reach the Department of Air. The services of Professor Stephens, later to be 
used extensively by the RAAF, were not enlisted.5 More difficult to defend was 
the failure to call on the Lockheed personnel still in Australia. It does not seem 
to have occurred to Dean or Lowe that many of the questions they were asking 
of RAAF officers and ground crew might usefully have been addressed to the 
aircraft manufacturer’s representatives. Equally, some of the questions that were 
asked of RAAF pilots, who could not answer them, could more productively have 
been put to men in the commercial aviation industry who had some knowledge 
of Lockheed 14s.

There were other areas of expertise that might have been enlisted. If icing was 
suspected, for example, the Bureau of Meteorology could have advised that cases 
of ice accretion were common in the winter months over the higher country 
between Mansfield and Canberra. Hudsons had pitot head heating and a hot-air 
carburettor system which required timely application.6 Even so, Group Captain 
Claude Browne said when reflecting many years later on the crash, given certain 
air temperatures and precipitation, Hudsons could ice up very quickly. In this 
case, though it had been a crisp winter morning, the fair weather conditions 
allowed icing to be discounted. The conflagration at the crash site would 
presumably have made it impossible to determine whether there had in fact 
been significant icing.7

In his opening presentation to the Air Court of Inquiry, Arthur Dean had said 
that the plane was completely destroyed except for ‘some very unimportant 
parts’: ‘The result of this destruction is that it is impossible to reconstruct any 
definite cause of the accident.’8 It had evidently not been thought useful to carry 
out more than rudimentary structural and mechanical investigations. Nor was 
there the capacity to do them. The CSIR Aeronautical Research Laboratories, 
first occupied in April 1940, were not yet sufficiently established and equipped 
to have undertaken any engineering tests. However, their chief, L. P. Coombes, 
thought in retrospect that his colleague Henry Wills, head of the ARL structures 
department, might have contributed usefully to the investigating panels had he 
been asked.9 What is plain was that the Air Force had no desire to prolong and 
extend the ambit of an inquiry that might well be discomfiting.

5 NAA: A461, AN314/1/1.
6 A pitot tube is a pressure measurement instrument, with heating elements to prevent ice accretion, that 
acts as an airspeed indicator.
7 ‘Ice Accretion on Aircraft in Australia’, Bureau of Meteorology Bulletin No. 26, 1940, pp.23–6; GpCpt C. D. 
Browne to CH, 15 May 1978. For RAAF concern in 1939 about wing de-icing and rubber over-shoes for wings: 
NAA: A705, 9/19/50.
8 ‘Air Court of Inquiry into loss of Aeroplane at Canberra 13/8/40’, Deputy Commonwealth Crown Solicitor’s 
file, NAA: MP401/1  CL12774.
9 L. P. Coombes to CH, 3 April 1982. In 1940 an Australian engineer, Keith Swainger, was the only full-time 
accident investigator at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough (Fred Jones, Air Crash: The Clues in the 
Wreckage, Robert Hale, London, 1985, p.29).
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Charles Lowe, ‘a grave and courtly demeanour’ and judicial detachment
(Newman Rosenthal, Sir Charles Lowe: a biographical memoir, Robertson and Mullins, Melbourne, 1968)

Dean’s brief was tight. As counsel assisting, his role was confined to the courtroom 
and to some preliminary consultation with expert witnesses. If he assisted in any 
way in the interval between the first adjournment and the additional sitting on 
September 3 it was not reflected in the fee claim he submitted. Nor was he paid 
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for any contribution after Justice Lowe adjourned to write his report.10 Dean’s 
work was already done. He received £99.17.0 for his services. From then on the 
judge would, if he wished, have the benefit of advice from the RAAF assessors. 
As he was receiving his judicial salary, Lowe himself would be paid no fee no 
matter how many hours it took him to write the report. As he was resident in 
Melbourne, there would be no addition to the 12 guineas he was granted at the 
£4.4.0 daily travelling expense rate of a High Court Judge.

‘May it please your Excellency’

It took Lowe barely two days to complete his findings for submission to the 
Governor-General. In a preamble he pointed out that the deaths of the men on 
board meant that there was no direct evidence about the conditions that caused 
the aircraft to behave as observed. He was therefore prevented from arriving 
at his conclusions with ‘the certainty I should desire’. Before summarising 
the uncontroversial evidence about the departure of A16-97 from Laverton, 
its maintenance inspections, and the arrival at Essendon aerodrome, Lowe 
indicated uncertainty about the way the passengers and crew died. They were, 
he said, ‘killed outright in the crash or the explosion and fire which immediately 
succeeded it’. The Court had taken no post-mortem evidence. No reference had 
been made to press reports that suggested the possibility that there might have 
been survivors of the crash. There was therefore no foundation for the implicit 
rejection of the Coroner’s finding, based on the testimony of Dr Mackellar, of 
death on impact. But Lowe was right to treat the question as open.

It was four and a half pages into his statement before Lowe began to touch on 
sensitive matters. Noting that the only evidence of the position taken in the 
aircraft by any of the passengers related to Dick Elford, the judge then turned 
to the delay of some 15 minutes before the take-off from Essendon. There were 
suggestions that the mixture in the port engine might have been too rich or that 
the pilot was ‘not quite ready to go’ and signalled some Moth aircraft to take 
off. No-one, Lowe added, was seen to get out or to enter the aircraft during this 
delay. The narrative continued with the ‘perfect take-off’, the record of radio-
communications, the aircraft and its load, and the safeguarding measures which 
provided assurance that nothing untoward could have happened to it on the 
ground. The flying experience of Bob Hitchcock was set out.11 The ‘observations 

10 NAA: MP401/1 CL12774.
11 Lowe said Hitchcock’s ‘total flying time was 1,211 hours, 25 minutes, of which 107 hours were in 
Lockheed types of aircraft’. Tink (Air Disaster, p.150), has the 107 hours ‘in Hudsons’. David Vincent’s review 
of Hitchcock’s flying log book concludes that Hitchcock’s Hudson experience was: ‘112 hrs 40 mins (2 hrs 55 
mins second pilot day, 17 hrs 55 mins dual day, 89 hrs 50 mins 1st pilot day and 2 hrs 1st pilot night) plus there 
was another 5 hrs 35 mins on Lockheed 14 VH-ABH’. (Vincent to CH, email, 30 Aug. 2013.) 
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at Canberra’ were synthesised, with conflicts of evidence acknowledged. The 
lengthy explanations of stalling, and the experiments conducted by Scott and 
Ryland, were distilled into two sentences.

Examination of the witnesses, Lowe concluded, had produced four main theories 
of the cause of the crash: (1) Failure of an engine. (2) Some structural defect such 
as the fracture of the controlling wire of a wing flap. (3) Collapse of the pilot. (4) 
Stalling of the aircraft. The first three of these were ‘quite unlikely’. Lowe was 
able to say with confidence that the aircraft was completely airworthy in the 
hands of a competent pilot; it was adequately maintained and inspected; and no 
unauthorised person interfered with it. Flight Lieutenant Hitchcock had been 
‘adequately trained and was a competent pilot and all the evidence before me 
points to the conclusion that he alone piloted the aircraft on its journey from 
Essendon to Canberra’.

Had the aircraft rolled on to its back? It was much more probable that ‘it went 
into a dive or a spin’. Was the aircraft on fire before it crashed? If there was flame 
coming from the starboard engine it was ‘probably to be explained by a sudden 
opening of the throttle by the pilot causing backfiring through the carburettor 
intake’. So to the conclusion:

I think the most probable cause was the stalling of the aircraft and 
consequent loss of control of it by the pilot at a height at which it was 
beyond his power to recover control. The evidence does not enable me 
to say whether any special conditions, e.g. disturbance of wind due to 
the configuration of the hills, was the cause of the stalling.

What Lowe could not say, what Dean had not asked, what none of the 
professional witnesses had explained, was why A16-97 stalled in the first place. 
Experts had described the ‘how’ — the speeds, under-carriage and flap settings. 
Yet Hitchcock’s Service colleagues seemed baffled. They had ruled out various 
possibilities. They could not understand why the pilot they knew to be well-
versed in the Hudson’s unique behaviour could have so badly judged his flying 
speed at so low a height as to go into an irreversible dive or spin. ‘Disturbance 
of wind’ might have explained it. But the logic of Lowe’s finding was that loss of 
control was ‘consequent’ on the stall, not the cause of it. Innate judicial caution 
would not allow Lowe to go further. He did not echo the conclusion of the 
Accident Inspectorate investigation and the Service Court. He did not place 
blame on the pilot for an ‘error of judgment’.

‘Strictly construed’, Lowe continued, his functions ended with the findings 
he had offered. But he had some observations to add. Not only the accident 
to A16-97, but the accidents at Richmond and in Britain as well, pointed to 
the necessity of impressing on Hudson pilots the stalling characteristics of the 
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aircraft. Landing grounds should be approached with ‘an ample safety factor of 
speed’ to avoid the danger of stalling at an altitude giving only ‘the remotest 
chance of regaining control of the machine’. And especially was this true when 
an aerodrome was surrounded by hills that might set up air currents affecting a 
machine’s equilibrium and raising the stalling speed. The idea that an upward 
bump might have caught Bob Hitchcock off guard could not be substantiated. 
However, Lowe was influenced by the theoretical possibility. He had also 
taken seriously the concern expressed most forcefully by Squadron Leader 
Dallas Scott and No. 2 Squadron commander, Freddie Thomas, about relatively 
inexperienced pilots being converted to Hudsons. ‘Where the exigencies of the 
Service permit’, the widest background of experience, including with twin-
engined types, was advisable. Finally, having heeded Squadron Leader Ernie 
Hey’s reservations about swaged joints on cables, he suggested the advisability 
of reconsidering the method of attachment. The evidence suggested that the 
RAF’s method was more efficient.12

The Judge’s findings were signed off on September 5 and delivered with a 
transcript of proceedings to the Governor-General at Admiralty House in 
Sydney the next day. On the previous day, the Secretary of the Attorney-
General’s Department, Sir George Knowles, had passed on the coronial papers 
— a finding on one page about each of the deceased — to the ‘Chief Officer 
of Police’ in the A.C.T., inviting his advice on ‘whether in your opinion any 
further police action in the matter was necessary’. No, Colonel Jones assured 
him five days later, it was not.13 Leaving very few footprints, Jones had satisfied 
himself that A16-97 had suffered no untoward interference — at least nothing 
for which he might bear any responsibility.

Justice Lowe had, as requested, reported ‘with all possible expedition’. Lord 
Gowrie promptly forwarded the documents to the Prime Minister. Then, as 
ministers dispersed to fight an election, the papers were closely held. Frederick 
Shedden provided a covering note for Menzies on September 7: ‘You will 
probably wish to pass it on to the Minister for Air.’ Two days later, two copies 
of Lowe’s findings were sent to Artie Fadden. Intercepted in Melbourne by the 
Secretary of the Department of Air, it was another two weeks before the bundle 
was forwarded to the Minister. Mel Langslow advised Fadden on September 16 
that the original report sent to the Governor–General had not yet been received. 
Now no-one seemed in a hurry. With the election only five days away, Langslow 
assured the Minister that the details had not been made public. ‘It is presumed,’ 
he added, ‘that Cabinet will decide the extent to which the findings should 
be promulgated in the press.’ Action would be taken immediately if Cabinet 

12 Lowe’s conclusions are quoted or paraphrased from the ‘Findings’ of the Air Court of Inquiry’ in NAA: 
A705, 32/10/2729.
13 NAA: A1378, 148–9.
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required the department to prepare the statement and indicated the ‘specific 
aspects’ to be covered. ‘Special attention’ might be drawn to the findings, 
Langslow suggested, four sentences which he had marked on one copy together 
with the riders that Lowe had added. ‘These virtually epitomise the findings of 
the Court.’

Fadden knew that it was not for him or his Department to be ‘promulgating’ 
to newspapers on this subject. ‘P/Minister will make a Press Statement.’ It was 
not until October 9 that the findings of Lowe’s report were presented to the 
Cabinet and released to newspapers. There was no accompanying statement by 
the Prime Minister. Knowing that Lowe had reported to the Governor-General, 
the press generally wrote as though he had presided over a Royal Commission. 
In fact he was appointed under the authority of Regulation 6 of Air Force Court 
of Inquiry Regulations rather than the Royal Commissions Act (1902–1933). No-
one seems to have thought it necessary to issue a clarification.14 The Canberra 
Times carried the story in 248 words on page two. A month earlier there had 
been speculation that the most probable reason for the crash was ‘a structural 
defect beyond human control which made the plane unmanageable when 
the landing gear was brought into operation’. This, the Canberra Times had 
confidently said, was the theory supported by most experts at the Inquiry.15 
As they had previously reported the judge’s tentative conclusion that there had 
been no evidence of engine failure or a broken cable, and they were not privy 
to the RAAF expert testimony taken in camera, the Canberra Times sources had 
obviously let them down.

For The Argus, it was 878 words on page four. The finding that Bob Hitchcock 
alone had piloted the aircraft was mentioned but given no prominence; so too 
was the observation that no-one was seen to enter or leave the aircraft while it sat 
for an ‘unusual’ length of time before take-off at Essendon. The Canberra Times 
report was silent on both points. The Sydney Morning Herald covered the same 
ground as The Argus in around 650 words, noting in a sub-heading: ‘Pilot above 
average’.16 After the urgency of the sequence of investigations, culminating in 
a judicial inquiry intended to allay community concern, the national tragedy 
of August 13 now commanded fewer column inches than new regulations on 
investment control and the re-opening of the Burma Road.

14 Rosenthal’s biography of Lowe, and other works, convey the same misapprehension. The Inquiry had 
been ‘referred’ to Lowe by the Minister of State for Air. He was not appointed by Letters Patent issued by the 
Governor-General although he could have been by virtue of the Royal Commissions Act clause 1B definition 
of ‘Commission’ or ‘Royal Commission’ which included inquiries set up ‘in pursuance of this Act or of any 
other power’. The inquiry is not listed in D. H. Borchardt, Checklist of Royal Commissions, Select Committees 
of Parliament and Boards of Inquiry, Part 1 Commonwealth of Australia 1900–1950, n.d.
15 Canberra Times, 12 Sept. 1940.
16 Canberra Times, The Argus, Sydney Morning Herald, 10 Oct. 1940. The Examiner, The Mercury, The 
Advertiser, and the Courier-Mail carried similar reports.
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The upper echelons of the RAAF could rest easy. The government had other 
preoccupations. Having lost his majority, Menzies was attempting first to form a 
national government and, if that failed, to reconstruct the non-Labor coalition. 
Reconciliation with Sir Earle Page was the imperative political objective. 
There was no incentive for anyone in Canberra to draw fresh attention to a 
catastrophe that had caused so much distress or to publicise deficiencies 
in Service organisation or performance. The families of the victims might 
have hoped for more illumination. Charles Lowe had done his best and was 
understandably dismayed by the resounding silence that greeted his efforts. 
As Lowe’s biographer wrote, he ‘never learned of any steps taken by the Royal 
Australian Air Force following the report…The public could have been informed 
of possible steps that had not hitherto been taken, and of measures which the 
department contemplated taking for the future…’

Lowe had a reasonable expectation that some regard might be paid to a 
Commissioner’s findings. His disappointment was as much philosophical 
as personal. In a democracy, he believed, if a public inquiry was held, ‘the 
enquiring public should be encouraged, and should be provided with 
satisfactory answers’.17 On many key technical questions certainty had eluded 
him. Referring Lowe’s findings and riders to the Secretary of the Department 
of Air for the attention of the Chief of the Air Staff, Artie Fadden asked for 
comments on the observations made. He would be glad to learn ‘what action 
is proposed should be taken regarding them’. The press was informed that the 
minister had called for a report. ‘Appropriate Air Force officers have been asked 
to supply information on these points.’18 The quest for satisfactory answers had 
begun independently of the Air Force Court and would now continue, along 
carefully circumscribed lines. The Air Force could get on with its business.

17 Rosenthal, Sir Charles Lowe, pp.101–2.
18 Fadden to Secretary (for C.A.S.), minute, 11 Oct. 1940, NAA: A705, 32/10/2729; The Herald, 12 Oct. 1940.
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